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Ronnie is in kindergarten.  Ronnie’s mother describes him as a “difficult” child. He only wants to wear 

old t-shirts and jeans. He argues with his mother each time cooks something new for dinner and refuses 

to eat. He throws tantrums at the mall. Shopping for clothes is almost impossible.  When playing with 

other children, Ronnie is “bossy”. Ronnie is happiest when he is following his routine. He dislikes 

surprises. When his mother and father hug him, he stiffens. He loves his German Shepherd and will lie 

on the floor with her for hours. Ronnie’s mother wonders what she is doing wrong.  

In school, Ronnie has been sent to the principal’s office several times for hitting other children. He 

sometimes refuses to participate in group activities. During arts and crafts, Ronnie usually asks to go to 

the bathroom.  

During his six year old checkup, Ronnie’s mother described these observations to her pediatrician who 

recommended an occupational therapy evaluation. The occupational therapy evaluation revealed that 

Ronnie has a sensory processing disorder, specifically, a sensory modulation disorder (SMD). This means 

that Ronnie’s nervous system over responds to everyday sensations. 

A child with a modulation disorder can appear to have behavior problems. Refusal to participate in 

activities, rigid adherence to routines and pushing others away are actually strategies used to avoid 

what the child’s nervous system registers as a threat. Picture yourself in the kitchen at midnight. The 

lights are turned off and you think everyone is asleep. Suddenly someone taps your shoulder. In this 

situation, your nervous system reacts with a “fight or flight” response. You jump, your pulse races, you 

feel afraid. For a child with SMD, the fight or flight response is triggered by everyday stimulation 

including the feel of a new shirt or glue on their hands. Being bumped by another child in line may be 

interpreted as being punched. Over reaction to one event is only the beginning of the problem for a 

child with SMD. Often they are unable to calm their nervous system and the sensory events build up 

over the course of the day. Even if a child has strategies to calm themselves, these may not appear 

socially acceptable or may interfere with life skills as when Ronnie spends arts and crafts time in the 

bathroom. So what can be done? 

A qualified occupational therapist uses a detailed parent and child interview as well as standardized 

assessments to determine the nature of a sensory processing disorder. There are several types of 

sensory processing disorders and they can vary in degree and presentation. Once the specific nature of 

the disorder is uncovered, the family needs to understand what is going on. In almost all cases, the 



parent and child are relieved to hear that there are reasons behind the behaviors and that help is readily 

available.  

Therapy for SMD consists of age appropriate, motivating play oriented activities that aim to regulate the 

child’s nervous system. Various types of sensory rich activities are used including:  movement, deep 

pressure and resistance which stimulate the sensory receptors in the muscles and joints, tactile, visual 

and auditory input. Foods and scents can also be used. As the child responds positively in therapy, a 

sensory diet  is developed for home and school. This “diet” incorporates activities and modifies 

challenges to enable the child to increase their abilities to not only tolerate, but to enjoy and learn from 

sensations they previously avoided. For Ronnie, the vacuum cleaner turned out to be one of his favorite 

“toys”. The vibration helps to regulate his nervous system! His mother, understanding his challenges, 

washes new clothes several times before Ronnie wears them so that they felt softer and smell like his 

other clothes.  She has found that Ronnie prefers raw carrots and string beans to the cooked ones that 

she had been trying to convince him to eat. Most importantly, she learned that Ronnie enjoys bear hugs 

as long as she does not stroke his hair. Ronnie and his teacher are pleased that when he stands at the 

end of the line to avoid being bumped, he no longer pushes or hits his peers. She moved his desk so that 

he sits at the end of the row. Ronnie is allowed to use a special brush to scrub his hands before and after 

finger painting. 

Working with his occupational therapist helped Ronnie to learn what he needs to do to feel “just right”. 

He can now use his strategies before going to birthday parties and play dates. He is making friends and is 

a happier child. 

If your child has been diagnosed with Sensory Modulation Disorder or has been classified as “difficult” 

and would like to consult with Andrea, please do not hesitate to contact her at Kids’ Therapy Center 

973-616-8300 

 


